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Power 
From: Act Now JH 
 

In the last few months, Jackson has faced three separate accounts of mismanagement 
of sexual violence instances by our local government and law enforcement.  

1. The offensive Facebook police blotter comment about a potential statutory rape case  
2. A prowler who attacked multiple residences in East Jackson and the a lack of a 

successful public safety response  
3. The recent unearthing of sexual assault allegations against the Mayor, which was 

weaponized by all sides into a political battle rather than a victim centered response.  
 
While some claim Jackson to be removed from the forces of injustice in our nation, these issues 
continue to validate that the nation’s problems are not only prevalent in our local community, but 
currently causing harm to our residents and visitors. These incidents are complicated, difficult 
and painful. It is tempting to boil them down into binaries: good vs bad, right vs wrong, innocent 
vs guilty. However, we must focus on systemic oppression and abuse of power. To change this 
system that is failing our community, we must rise above the individuals’ morality and dive 
deeper into what public safety means in Jackson as it relates to sexual violence. 
 

Act Now JH member and longtime Jackson social justice advocate Sarah Ross wrote a 
compelling  JHN&G Guest Shot that captures our sentiments, including the disappointing 
behavior by political opportunists, community members, law enforcement, and our elected 
officials, including our mayor.  
 

Having addressed the complex nature behind intimate sexual violence and 
acknowledging that a failure to prosecute at a legal level does not equate to innocence, we 
would be remiss to not mention the context of power in which this scene has unfolded. In the 
wake of conversation around over-investment in law enforcement nationwide, Mayor Muldoon 
has committed to scrutinizing our police budget. Neither he, nor any local elected official, have 
aligned with the defund police movement. But even this minimal effort to listen to constituents 
put Mayor Muldoon and other electeds in the crosshairs of conservative activists, who have also 
harassed our own members, including launching targeted attacks and slut-shaming one of our 
former female member’s personal social media accounts, as well as calling for her to be fired 
from her job. The person who launched these attacks is the same who requested the sheriff’s 
report. This suggests that the intent was not to center or advocate for survivors, but rather to 
damage a political opponent.  

 
After the pro-police rally spurred by misinformation, it was discovered that those events 

were kick-started by (now retired) Chief Todd Smith asking for support from Teton Sheriff’s 
Auxiliary (philanthropic group that financially supplements local law enforcement) to support our 
law enforcement and provide opposition to our Town Council Members. A robocall named 

https://www.jhnewsandguide.com/opinion/guest_shot/scandal-and-whispers-eclipse-important-conversations/article_cd0ea940-c7d8-582b-889e-e533ec3cf5ec.html
https://891khol.org/cop-rally-rooted-in-misinformation-stirs-tension/


 

Mayor Muldoon and Vice Mayor Mortin-Levinson as officials who needed to face heat for their 
“opposition” to law enforcement. To be clear, the majority of elected officials have supported our 
law enforcement as the “best in the country”, despite their evidently problematic culture, and 
most failed to say anything after their hostile culture was exposed. Yet, even their minimal 
commitment to “listening and learning” has unveiled strong pushback from those with an affinity 
for law enforcement. This group has made it clear they intend to make even a conversation on 
law enforcement unacceptable, let alone changing it.  
 

As an organization, we reject the notion that electoral politics will achieve the gains we 
seek of a more just and equitable Teton County. We believe in change from the bottom-up, a 
grassroots movement organized by ordinary people fighting for their community. Thus, we 
intend to hold all officials, even the most “progressive”,  accountable. We also acknowledge the 
necessary work that electeds do and the risk they take on by going against the status quo. We 
fear that the possible violation of the law by our sheriff’s department and local prosecutor's office 
is a serious violation of the law and public interest. The precedent set by a legal system willing 
to act above the law to serve political interests is a power grab we should all be concerned with.  
 

This situation has provided our community an opportunity to explore the complex 
dynamics of patriarchy and violence. Victim-centered support has taken a backseat to political 
rhetoric from opponents of the Mayor (notably candidates who remained silent on Schultz, but 
quickly weaponized the allegations against the Mayor as if they were irrefutably true, which is not 
demonstrable at the moment), and the Mayor himself (who's initial reactions included troubling 
sympathy-garnering from community members who equally did not have enough discernible 
information). We can ask for accountability from our Mayor (dependent on the harm done) while 
simultaneously recognizing the abuse of power by law enforcement and calling attention to the 
fact that a victim has been brought out into the public sphere without their consent.  
 

There has also been much positive work done recently around centering survivors, 
including the Community Safety Network’s “Supporting Survivors 101”.They will be hosting 
another session on October 27th, 2020 at 12:00 PM via Zoom.  
 

Following the Officer Schultz incident, we publicly stated that we were not asking for an 
individual resignation because of the underlying implication that the case was about “one bad 
apple”. We maintained our focus on the systemic forces of violence, in this case the 
documented culture of misogyny in JPD. After his resignation, we asked for structural change 
through reallocating Officer Schultz’s empty role into victim-centered support services.  
 

It is time to broaden the conversation and address violence in all forms. Focusing on one 
individual’s actions--while one part of the story-can deflect awareness of problematic societal 
conditions and discourage the self-examination incumbent on all of us to identify how sexual 
violence thrives. We must build resilient community solidarity to fight for a more just and 
equitable Teton County.  One free of violence, not predicated on any one individual, but on the 
strength of the collective.  
 

https://www.jhnewsandguide.com/news/cops_courts/records-allege-misogynistic-culture-at-jpd/article_cd4359bd-885e-5da9-8be4-3396f54f8092.html
https://c30eac8f-3ad8-4e5d-817f-a5d7e942ebed.filesusr.com/ugd/b62079_ae60bd83fe6445f1952bd97140c4c36d.pdf


 

- Act Now JH 
 
 
 
We do not have all the answers, and like our community have been wrestling with many 

questions, including the following: 
 

● What recourse is there for a constituent with concerns about an elected official? 
● Do our elected officials and government employees receive training related to 

gender issues?  
● How do we create an environment where law enforcement, who are supposed to 

serve the public, can be open to public scrutiny without political repercussions 
against electeds who do so? 

● How does sexism and gender discrimination play out at all levels of our 
government and in public discourse--albeit in less obvious or extreme ways?  

● What impact has this allegation had on public trust of the elected officials, and 
how do we rebuild it?  

● What can we do to ensure survivors feel safe telling their stories and seeking 
support?  

● How can we address violence in all its forms in this community?  
● What is the relationship between the police and violence?  
● What responses do the most to help survivors?  
● What do survivors want for accountability? 
● Who are the local enforcement accountable to?  
● Who does our local enforcement serve?  

  
 


